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• 1. Describe various web-based tools that may
be used for online learning

• 2. Present various web-based the tools in the

Objectives

context of PTA classes

• 3. Consider how these tools can promote
engagement in ways that traditional or face to
face to teaching cannot.

Advantages to web-based tools

Face to face learning

Web-based tools

Happens at A time, at A place
• What happens in the classroom stays in the
classroom

Extend the learning process
• Individual space, group space
• Universal design/multiple modes of instruction
promote different pathways to learning, can reenforce important concepts
• Questions and thoughts may be presented when
the students are ready for them, not when the
instructor presents them

• Limited time for questions and the thought
process

• Communication
• Particularly important when not face to face
• Students appreciate having an instructor presence

The many
uses of
online
tools

• Content creation
• Beyond power point
• Many content tools allow for student interaction

• Assessment
• In and out of your LMS
• Many of the tools for communication and content
creation may in utilized for assessment

1) Increased engagement with content (increased retention)
Lawson et al. (2019)-learning requires practice, tools that
allow for that practice, connection between concepts and
situations are key
Evidence that online materials facilitating structured inquiry
can result in better learning outcomes (Koh 2019)

What are
our goals?

2) Better critical thinking skills (increased clinical reasoning)
Olaniyi, N. E. E. (2020)-"threshold concept refers to core
concepts in a subject where understanding these concepts is
key to transforming the way students understand a whole
subject"
To cross these thresholds students require:

Engagement
Peer assessment
Recursive approaches
Excursive approaches
3) Promotion of life-long learning

What do I need?
• PRO: Multiple tools that are free and allow use
of/upload of content and assessment capabilities

• CON: Multiple tools that are free and allow use
of/upload of content and assessment capabilities!

• A lot of overlap, but some tools are optimized for
certain objectives

• Not about the *best* tool-what will work for you

Consideration when
choosing your tools
•

•

•

FERPA

•

COVID-19 statement

•

https://studentprivacy.ed.gov/resources/protecting-student-privacywhile-using-online-educational-services-requirements-and-best

Costs

•

Full utilization of many tools does require money

•

Individual versus group versus site license

Learning curve

•

You and the student

•

Integration with your LMS

Your LMS-how well do you know it???

What do
you
already
have?

APTA

Articles
Webinars
Learning Center
Podcasts
Section-specific-material

Textbook resources

Many texts have case studies
and videos
You may have access to these
even if you don’t use the text

Video libraries

ICE
YouTube (make your own)
School resources
The APTE discussion board?

Tools for
Communication
•

•

•

•

Screencast-o-Matic

•

Has free version

•

Cheap to upgrade ($18/$48 yearly)

•

Web-based

•

Track views

•

Can upload to YouTube

•

15 minutes limit for free/initial upgrade

Loom

•

Same features as Screencast-o-matic

•

Free version for teachers

•

No time limit

Screencastify

•

Google program-has extension

•

Free only for 5 minutes

Vocaroo

•

Verbal only

•

Web-based

Tools for content-video

Edpuzzle

Need to set up a class if not integrated into your LMS
Easily integrated with google classroom
Free version slightly limited
Need to use freely available videos, i.e. YouTube or can upload videos
Allows for cutting of video, voiceover, various forms of questions

Actively learning
Thinglink

• PowerPointàexport as videoàYouTube
(EdPuzzle)

Tools for
content and
engagement
-lecture

• Screencast-o-matic/Loom
• Voice-thread
• Free version limited to 5-pricey to upgrade
• Can upload any media
• Allows students to leave any kind of commentwritten, audio, video

• May be used as a presentation and for
commentary, or just commentary

Persusall
Need to set up a classroom

Tools for
Content
and
engagement
-lecture
and/or text

Can only upload PDFs for documents
Can integrate books
Like Voice-thread allows “crowd-sourcing”
of comments and questions
Actively learn
Like Perusall, allows for various content to be
uploaded to a class
Like Perusall, allows for various content to be
uploaded to a class
Thinglink
Allows upload and manipulation of various
forms of content

Other tools of interest

Assessment
tools/gamification tools
Kahoot
Socrative
Quizizz
https://www.wisc-online.com/

Padlet

Bookmarking sites:

Google drive

Raindrop,io
https://www.diigo.com/user/reftpt93

Slides
Hyperdoc

Examples: First years
PHT 124-Intro to clinical education
• Should have been observations for 4 weeks after
midterm
• Assignments related to ICE videos and some
telehealth videos (Edpuzzle)
• Interprofessional videos (Edpuzzle)
• Presentations
• Screencast-o-matic video to review work, use
of google slides and blackboard collaborate

PHT 122 Therapeutic exercise
• Audio voiceover either PowerPoint or screencast-o-matic
• Edpuzzle videos-emphasize lectures or for lab
• Video assignments through YouTube and/or
One drive

Examples: Second years
PHT 222 Seminar in Health
Care Literature
• Edpuzzle videos for lecture
• Use of perusall or actively
learning for articles?
• Podcasts

PHT 225 Clinical Internship
• APTA resources-COVID
• Clinical education modified
from PHT 124

Can I produce a
face to face
experience online?
• Online tools can make and
support communities in a
variety of ways

• Our students are generally
not challenged by the physical

• The skills these tools can
promote self-direction and
other skills that are important
in the clinic (Jewell et al.)
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